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Company: Yedi Education

Location: Newcastle Upon Tyne

Category: other-general

Company: Yedi Education Location: Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, Tyne and WearPosition: Cover

SupervisorJob Type: Full timeSalary: £100 - £110 per dayJob Description:We are seeking a

dedicated and dynamic individual to join our team as a Cover Supervisor. As a Cover

Supervisor, you will play a vital role in ensuring the smooth running of the school by

supervising classes in the absence of the regular teacher. You will be responsible for

maintaining a positive learning environment, managing classroom behaviour, and

delivering pre-prepared lesson plans to students across various subjects and age groups.Key

Responsibilities:Supervise classes during the short-term absence of teachers, ensuring

students remain on task and engaged in their learning.Implement pre-prepared lesson plans

across different subject areas and year groups.Manage classroom behaviour effectively,

promoting a positive and respectful learning environment.Provide support to students,

answering questions and offering assistance as needed.Maintain accurate records of student

attendance and behaviour.Communicate effectively with teaching staff and school

administrators regarding any issues or concerns.Requirements:Bachelor's degree in Education,

or relevant field preferred.Previous experience working in a school environment or with

children and young people is advantageous.Excellent communication and interpersonal

skills.Strong organizational and time management abilities.Ability to adapt to different

classroom environments and subject areas.A positive attitude and a passion for

education.Valid working permit or authorization (if applicable).Benefits:Competitive salary

commensurate with experience.Opportunities for professional development and career

advancement.A supportive and collaborative work environment.Access to comprehensive
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benefits package.Making a meaningful difference in the lives of students.Why Choose Yedi

Education:Welcome to Yedi Education, where expertise meets passion in the world of

education. Founded and led by seasoned professionals with a unique blend of educational

and business acumen, as a collective we boast over 20 years of experience. Based

predominantly in the North East of England, we extend our reach globally through our

international arm. At Yedi Education, our primary mission is to seamlessly connect the right

candidates with the right schools, fostering mutually beneficial relationships. By choosing to

collaborate with us, you gain access to a wealth of knowledge and an extensive network of

schools and educators. Whether you seek support in your current role, aspire for career

advancement, or require assistance with additional resources, our experts are dedicated to

facilitating your journey.At Yedi Education, we are not just a service provider; we are your

partners in education, ready to assist you in every possible way. Join us, and together,

let's shape a brighter future in education.How to Apply:If you meet the criteria and are

passionate about shaping young minds, we would like to hear from you. To apply, please

submit your CV.Yedi Education is an equal opportunity employer, and we welcome

applications from candidates of all backgrounds and experiences. Don't miss this fantastic

opportunity to have a positive impact on the world of education. Apply today!

Apply Now
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